Our unique air-filtration
system comes in a variety of
sizes allowing us to configure
the best solution for your
home or facility.

Because sometimes
all it takes is a
single breath to
come in first.

Whether track training, in a round
pen or on a hotwalker, horses
unfortunately breathe in a
substantial amount of dust.
Add in the ammonia buildup from daily life in a stall
and you have a recipe for respiratory issues and
poor performance. It has been proven that cleaner
air – free of dust, allergens and contaminants – can
reduce "Bleeders." (EIPH)
BioOx® Equine offers an easy-to-use, natural
solution for keeping your stalls dust and ammonia
free, giving your horses strength and performance.

Ready for actual clean air?
Contact us for a free review of your facility’s air purification
needs. We offer systems for purchase, as well as rent-to-own
payment options.
Made in the U.S.A.
Learn more on:

Protect your investment and take your biosecurity
seriously.

www.bioox.us | info@bioox.us | (301)-246-0151

Air Cleaning Solutions

The most powerful air cleaning system ever
BioOx® are small machines that
sit discretely in the corner of the
room and plug into standard
electrical outlets. They contain a
mixture of plain water and natural
enzymes. Within hours of turning
on the unit your air will be cleaner
and healthier, and feel fresher as
a variety of harmful particles are
removed.
Ideal For:
- Racing Stables & Farms
- Foaling & Breeding Facilities
- Training Centers

Using patented biotechnology,
our freestanding BioOx® units
use natural enzymes to neutralize
harmful airborne toxins and
pathogens.
BioOx® units draw in all forms of contaminants, expelling clean air
and making your facility a healthier and more enjoyable place to
be.
Traditional HVAC systems are expensive and just move harmful air
around.
BioOx® systems actually clean the air, by capturing particulates
within a specialized all-natural enzyme and microbe solution,
rendering contaminants like dust, ammonia, formaldehyde,
bacteria, viruses (including EHV-1) and other pathogens harmless.
Installing a BioOx® air purification system provides a “clean air
zone” throughout your facilities.
Best of all, no filters are needed and absolutely no drilling, rewiring
or construction of any kind is required.

- Rehab Facilities
- Veterinary Clinics

BioOx® creates a “clean air zone”

